
French Street 
Marton 
 

Secretary: Bob Crawford 
Motu Kowhai,  R.D.1, Marton              
063276537 
 

Come try out our electronic targets 
  

 

Target Shooting Marton 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Thursday 18th, Friday 19th & Saturday 20th April 2019 
French Street Range, Marton 

Start at 7.00pm Thursday, 3.00pm-7.00pm Friday & 10.00am Saturday 

       Prizes in all grades 
The FINAL 8 will be shot as a separate match, not an aggregated score, 
with a Cup and $100 prize for the winner. The Final 8 will consist of the 
shooters with the top 8 scores present for the Final and will be shot with 
decimal scoring.  
 
  Make this your Teams of Ten Trainer 

CHAMPIONSHIP 
Prize subject to entries. Matches will comprise 

3x10 shot match at 25 yards. 
 8 mound final, 1x20 shot 
All entries incl TSNZ levy 

 
MASTER 

3x10 shot matches agg. 300.30 $25.00 
 

"A" Grade 
3x10 shot matches agg. 300.30  $25.00 

 
"B" Grade 

3x10 shot matches agg. 300.30 $25.00 
 

"C" Grade 
3x10 shot matches agg. 300.30  $18.00 

 
"D" Grade 

3x10 shot matches agg. 300.30  $18.00 
 

 

 
Shooting will be governed by TSNZ rules. 

 
A practice card may be fired prior to 3pm 
before shooting championship cards at a  

cost of $2.00. 
Squadding entries close at 3pm. 

 
Self squadding to apply. The committee 
reserves the right to enforce compulsory 

squadding if necessary. 
Ties for places will be determined on a 'count 

back' basis.  

The match will be shot with 3 
compulsory sighters  

Grades: 
Shooting will be in 5 grades; 

M,A,B,C,D. Competitors may re-enter a higher 
grade, AFTER the present grade cards have 
 been completed, on payment of full entry fee 

as set out in the schedule. 
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